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A small challenge that I faced in 5th class when my 

maternal grandfather has got an accident and has 

cracked bones. As my father has a small business 

,very difficult to pay school fee for him so I started 

distributing newspaper door to door  in part time 

and completed my school. Because for my father, I 

don’t want to be weakness but be his strength.



FOYc is first very enjoyable 
event in my life. I participated in 
drama where I played a role of 
Ninja. I get many supporting 
and true friends. Culturul and 

technical fest in college is 
memorable.

As I played a role of ninja in 
FOYc, so they started calling me 
‘ninja’, before FOYc one of my 
friend called me movieman in 

first year, because consequently 
in one week I watched all movie  

based on biography. Later on 
name changed to ‘padhaku’ 

because I was focused on gate.

When I solved questions very 
fast in mathematics class then 
teacher told okay I know you 

solved but let me take answer of 
other boys.

PREPARE
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For a boy(me) who had to work part time to pay school fees and give some hand 
financially to his father, after joining college i lost all my work (source of money) 

So unable to buy laptop at that time. Then I knew about Anant prayas from my 
friend and applied for it.

FACT
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I also did Nx CAD Course. I practiced daily 

through my laptop. I want to thank again 

to anant prayas. One of my practice is 

shown in pic.
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I applied through facebook post. When I got      

that My application has approved, I became 

full of joy and excitement. I told to my 

mother about application approval then she 

thanked with happiness to Anant Prayas and 

told me there is a wish there is a way.
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I am here with my laptop
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My only message to college Alumni is that 
your juniors are neither less in knowledge 

nor care of hard work. They can dream and 
can achieve too and it will be easy when 

support of alumni. 
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BECAUSE SOMEONE CARED
WE WIN EVERYDAY



THANK YOU


